Company: Hubei Kailisi Electronics Co., Ltd.

Address: Xinqiao Village, Huanglong Town, Yinzhou District, Liyang City, Hubei Province, China

Product Name: Wireless Winch Remote Control Kit

Model Number(s): KLS-203, KLS-202, KLS-205, KLS-213, KLS-223, KLS-997, KLS-998

Product Description: Wireless Winch Remote Control Kit

We authorize MiCOM Labs Inc., 575 Boulder Court, Pleasanton, California 94566, USA, to act on our behalf on all matters concerning the certification of above named equipment.

We declare that MiCOM Labs Inc. is allowed to forward all information related to the approval and certification of equipment to the regulatory agencies as required and to discuss any issues concerning the approval application. Any and all acts carried out by MiCOM Labs on our behalf shall have the same effect as acts of our own.

Signature: Lisheng Mei
Name: Lisheng Mei
Title: Legal person
Company: Hubei Kailisi Electronics Co., Ltd.

Date: 2018-11-23